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FOHO Coin is a new crypto-currency that allows holders to participate in the sharing 

economy of the FOHO Ecosystem. The FOHO Coin allows holders to become members in the 

FOHO Ecosystem and participate as a passive user or an active market participant in 

blockchain-based usage and ownership of fractional property. FOHO Holdings recognises 

that it is in the interest of all participants that more Members are attracted to the platform 

and so for the first 7 years, FOHO Holdings has reserved a certain number of coins to be 

used as an overriding incentive to market participants. 

FOHO Holdings owns multiple domain names ( , FOHOCoin , FOHO.Haus , FOHO.Club

FOHO.Work to name a few) and intends to create a trust-incentivized network for shared 

Ownership* and usage of real assets. Some of these are outlined below and some others 

may be initiated in the future. 

FOHO Coin is the crypto-currency issued by FOHO Holdings which will serve a key role for 

anyone to participate in the FOHO ecosystem. Participating in some portion of the economy 

- for instance sponsoring a deal on FOHO Haus or organising a Club on FOHO Club - will 

necessarily require FOHO Coins - while buying a Real Estate fraction or joining a Club for 

instance, can be done both with the FOHO Coin or with Fiat currency or other crypto 
currencies. 

The FOHO Club offering ( ) allows an “Organiser” to create a Club and recruit FOHO.Club

Members who are then entitled to book properties within the Club. To organise a Club, the 

Organiser must be in good standing, subject their business plan for the Club and subject 

themselves to scrutiny as they recruit Club Members. Club Memberships have a fixed tenure 

and once a Club reaches a certain committed member base, it comes into being. At the end 

of tenure, the Organiser may set new terms and Members will have to recommit to the 

Membership. Joining a Club does not entitle the Member to a share of capital gain and it is 

not meant to replace owning a property but to replace renting a property e.g. a few 

business folks that travel to New York often, create a Club and rent a condominium or two, 
overlooking Central Park and they can then use it at much cheaper than a hotel.  

The FOHO Haus offering ( ) allows a Seller to register their property and sell FOHO.Haus

fractions to a wide set of investors. FOHO Haus started operations in Goa in 2019. The 

initial properties were in Goa, Mumbai, Kerala and Sri Lanka. New launches are now being 

planned in other parts of the world. Participation in the FOHO Haus marketplace is 

democratic and open to all FOHO Coin holders and governed by smart contracts on the 

blockchain with governance functions based on the number of tokens held by the token 

holder. Owning a fractional interest in a property does not entitle a FOHO Haus Member to 

any usage and the goals of all owners are aligned - they all would want the property to 

appreciate rapidly and to generate the best possible yield e.g. the same condominium from 

New York overlooking Central Park from the FOHO Club example, could be listed on FOHO 

Haus and a set of people  that are only interested in Ownership* in the property and 
associated benefits like yield and capital appreciation would buy fractions on FOHO Haus. 

A more common scenario would be of a Sponsor creating a deal on FOHO Haus and 

attracting fractional owners and then adding the same property on FOHO Club attracting 

fractional renters. By use of the FOHO ecosystem, property owners who will be deal 

Sponsors on FOHO Haus, property managers who will be Club Sponsors on FOHO Club, 

Fractional Real Estate Investors and Fractional Real Estate Renters can all participate in a 

seamless Real Estate sharing ecosystem. 

By separating Ownership* and usage and holding the Sponsor and Organiser accountable, 

FOHO hopes to create a more transparent, equitable and low-risk environment for all 
participants. 

 

http://www.fohocoin.com/
https://fohocoin.com/
http://foho.haus/
http://foho.club/
https://fohowork.appareledi.com/
http://foho.club/
http://foho.haus/
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Cost of Property  $300,000 

Furnishing and Fit Outs  $24,000 

Maintenance Reserve 2% $6,000 

Registration and Other 

Government Charges 

5% $15,000 

   

Total Cost of Property  $345,000 

Platform Fees 5% $17,250 

Sponsor Incentive 2% $6,900 

Realtor Incentive 2% $6,900 

   

Total Deal Value  $376,050 

Number of Fractions  10,000 

Cost Per Fraction  $37.61 

Yield Per year  7% 

Yield Per Year Per 

Fraction 

 $2.63 

Seller has a luxury 3 bedroom 

apartment in Miami and is 

looking to sell the same. The 

property has furnishing costs of 

approximately $24,000, other 

charges of $15,000 and will 

yield 7% a year in net income 

per annum. This can be 

represented mathematically 
using the table. 

 

Sample Transaction on  

FOHO Haus 

 

http://www.fohocoin.com/
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Holiday Home Example   

Rental of Property Per 

Annum 

 $24,150 

Electricity, Utilities and 

Housekeeping 

 $8,000 

Consumables 5% $1,208 

Lease Registration and 

Government Fees 

5% $1,208 

Total Annual Costs  $34,565 

Platform Fees 10% $3,457 

Organiser Incentive 5% $1,728 

Realtor/ Agent 

Commission 

8% $2,765 

   

Total Club Value  $42,515 

Number of Members  50 

Cost Per Membership  $850 

Occupancy (Work Days)  300 

ARR  $100 

Income to Club  $30,000 

Organiser Take Rate 40% $12,000 

Profit Paid Back to 

Members 

60% $18,000 

Cashback Per Member 

Per Year 

 $360 

Net Cost of Membership 

Per Annum  

 $490 

Organiser of the Club rents the 

fully furnished apartment above 

for 23,940$ per annum and then 

budgets for additional costs of 

11,000$ towards electricity, 

utilities, internet, cable, 

consumables etc. He decides to 

offer 40 memberships and values 

the property at $125 per night on 

an average. This can be 
represented using the table. 

 

Sample Transaction on  

FOHO Club 

http://www.fohocoin.com/
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Office Space Example   

Rental of Property Per 

Annum 

 $167,300 

Electricity, Utilities and 

Housekeeping 

 $40,000 

Consumables 5% $2,000 

Lease Registration and 

Government Fees 

5% $2,000 

Total Annual Costs  $211,300 

Platform Fees 10% $21,130 

Organiser Incentive 5% $10,565 

Realtor/ Agent 

Commission 

8% $16,904 

Total Club Value  $259,899 

Number of Members  100 

Cost Per Membership  $2,599 

Occupancy (Work Days)  250 

Number of Workstations  75 

Per Work Station Cost 

Per Day 

 $15 

Average Daily Rental 

(75% Occupancy) 

 $844 

Income to Club  $210,938 

Organiser Take Rate 20% $42,188 

Cash Paid Back to 

Members 

80% $168,750 

Cashback Per Member 

Per Year 

 $1,688 

Net Cost of Membership  $911 

 

In this example the Organiser 

creates an office Club. The Club 

rents a 75 cubicle office for a year 

and pays for admin staff as well 

as overheads of running an office. 

It sells 75 memberships and 

Members pays $5 per workstation 

per day to use the office in 

addition to meeting room charges 

or private cabin charges. The 

Club economics can be 

represented mathematically as 

follows:- 

 

Sample Workspace Transaction on  

FOHO Club 

http://www.fohocoin.com/
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Why is 

 participation in the  

FOHO ECOSYSTEM  

superior to direct  

Ownership* of  

properties? 
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Liquidity and 

Portfolio Sizing 

Issues 

Illiquid - A single property may 

skew an individual’s portfolio 

towards a particular geography or 

micro market thus exposing the 

investor to undue concentration 

and geography risks. 

Liquid as the FOHO Coin is market traded and in 

increments in cents thus allowing investors to 

diversify their risk over a broad basket of 

properties by participating in multiple fractional 

offerings. 

Diversification Diversification is limited as every 
individual is limited by his ability 
to source and manage properties 

and diversification is only 
possible at a large portfolio size. 

Investors can build a well-diversified portfolio by 
participating in multiple assets spread across 
geographies and types of properties. 

Deal Flow Limited - An individual is limited 

in the opportunities they can 

access and participate in part due 

to the effort involved in scouting 

for and negotiating for holiday 

properties, many of which are 

remote. 

Any participant in the FOHO Ecosystem can 

sponsor a deal and so this brings the wisdom of 

crowds to all participants. Individual Members 

are distributed across the globe and are better 

placed to understand their micro market and 

uncover opportunities. 

Diligence Costs 

and Risks 

An individual has a significant 
burden both on time and costs to 
diligence an opportunity. It is 

highly likely that in the absence 
of an ability to spend significantly 
for every potential deal, they 
take on undue risk and bear 

these costs themselves at the 
risk of losing this capital in the 
event a deal fails. 

The FOHO model based on smart contracts 

places all purchaser tokens in escrow and 

requires the Seller to pay for due diligence from 

a legal firm deputed by FOHO whose document 

ask can be seen by the Seller in advance. Only 

on successful due diligence are the buyers 

tokens released. Due diligence not being 

successful in 30 days causes all tokens to be 

released to the buyers unless the Seller is 

granted an extension of 30 days further by at 

least 51% of all buyers. 

Better 

Governance of 

Assets 

In a single or direct fractional 

Ownership*, typically all owners 

need to consent and this can lead 

to deadlock to the great 

detriment of the investors. 

In the FOHO Ecosystem, primary important 

decisions - selling an asset, changing the 

manager and approvals of capital expenditure 

over 10% of the value of the property are 

subject to an affirmative vote of 51% of the 

token holders. 

Geopolitical Risks 

and Friction to 

Business 

Buying and selling property 

comes with significant 

geopolitical risks and significant 

costs of registration and transfers 

- some arbitrarily imposed at the 

HOA, Society, State and Federal 

levels. 

Participation in the FOHO Ecosystem is 

frictionless and exchange traded thus allowing 

investors to diversify away from political and 

geography risk. It is expected that over time the 

portfolio is fairly diversified with exposure to 

high yield properties in the major tourism 

destinations. 

For someone looking to build a portfolio of assets for superior 

capital and income. 

 

 Direct Ownership* FOHO Ecosystem (FOHO Haus) 

http://www.fohocoin.com/
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Lowest Cost of 

Usage 

Direct Ownership* and Timeshare 

options tend to be expensive due 

to the high cost of sales and 

marketing involved. 

Participating in a Club on FOHO allows 

the lowest cost of usage as it reduces 

risk and Members are committed to 

the location thus ensuring high 

occupancy. 

Wide Choice Timeshare and Direct Ownership* 

limit choice to the property owned 

by the customer or else to a set of 

properties selected by the time 

share operator. Once purchased, 

the buyer is typically unable to 

drive the assortment of 

properties. 

The FOHO Club model is a vibrant 

market allowing any Club Organiser to 

put together a Club, bring it to 

scrutiny and recruit Members. This 

allows Members to join Clubs based 

on their priority for the year ahead 

and the destinations they want to 

visit. They can join as many Clubs as 

they want to. 

Governance Over 

Organiser 

Typically the members of a 

timeshare have no control over 

the Organiser and no means to 

hold them accountable for their 

promises. 

In the FOHO Club model, the 

Organiser is held accountable through 

governance functions of the platform 

and this involves significant skin in 

the game for the Organiser in the 

form of staking of FOHO Coins to 

participate. 

Variety Typically a timeshare Club is 

limited in its flexibility to launch 

new properties as building each 

property is a long and involved 

process. 

In FOHO Club, the majority of Clubs 

are expected to be functional 

immediately as the model envisages 

the Organiser renting a property for 

the use of Club Members and 

overlaying it with his own service 

elements. 

Rigid Rules, 

Overselling 

Timeshare is fraught with 

operators who oversell 

Membership, put in difficult rules 

and in general who doesn’t offer 

friendly products to customers. 

In FOHO Club, the Club rules are set 

by the Organiser, subject to public 

scrutiny and potential Members can 

review the documents and sway other 

prospects. As such, we expect only 

customer-friendly Clubs will last on 

the platform. 

For someone looking at shared Ownership*, from a motivation to 

travel and use a holiday home instead of a hotel, the right 

comparison would be with owning a holiday home or purchasing a 

timeshare membership.  

 

Direct Ownership* FOHO Ecosystem (FOHO Club)  

(FOHO(FOHO(FOHO.Haus) 
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About the  

Partners 

 FOHO Holdings Inc. is a Canadian federally registered company based on blockchain 

and owned 50:50 by Tripvillas Group and Tangentia Ventures with its headquarters in 
Toronto, Canada. 

Tripvillas Group (www.tripvillas.com) founded by Roshan Dsilva is one of the leading 

managers of holiday home complexes in India. Tripvillas’ focus is to use program 

management to ensure the communities it manages to feel like luxury resorts and so 

are the go-to places for discerning travellers - thus producing hassle-free income for 

the owners of the properties. For the asset owners, the involvement of Tripvillas allows 

them to participate in the sharing economy and its well-demonstrated potential with 
little to no management overhead and hassle.  

Tangentia Inc. (www.tangentia.com) is the flagship company of the Tangentia group 

founded by Vijay Thomas with operations in Canada, USA and India and more than 

1000 customers in the Artificial Intelligence, Robotic Process Automation and B2B 

space. Tangentia has been on the Profit 500 list of fastest-growing companies in 

Canada 6 years in a row and Tangentia America, the US arm of the company has been 

listed in the INC 5000 - which is the list of 5000 fastest growing companies in the USA. 

Tangentia Ventures (www.tangentiaventures.com) is the Venture capital arm of the 

Tangentia group and was the original promoter of the FOHO fractional home concept 

launched in India in 2019. FOHO originally was a short name for Fractional Home 
Ownership*. 

 

http://www.fohocoin.com/
http://www.tripvillas.com/
http://www.tangentia.com/
http://www.tangentiaventures.com/
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How does it 

Work ? 

 FOHO Holdings will issue FOHO Coins ISO 4217-FOHO on  which FOHO Coin

will be a crypto-currency used by Members of the FOHO Ecosystem to 

participate in either the Ownership* or the usage of assets. There will be 
multiple coin uses as per this whitepaper. 

Early FOHO Coin holders who have a proprietary network or those with the 

ability to diligence opportunities or socially well-connected users who can 

help build the network will be rewarded for their participation by additional 

tokens or stable coins like USDT. We anticipate that we will support 

multiple stable coins as governments in jurisdictions where our users and 

properties are located support crypto-currencies as the rentals generated 

by the properties are expected to be denominated in the local currencies. 

For e.g. we expect that if the Indian government launches a digital Rupee, 

we will be able to reward users in digital Rupee. We also anticipate that 

FOHO Coins will be listed on multiple crypto-currency exchanges worldwide 

including India and Canada. The token offering is open to any registered 

KYC compliant client of the Bitbns exchange and the decentralised ICO 

platform www.launchonascent.com and thus offers an easy way for 

investors to participate in the sharing economy. No restriction on token 

size allows people to dial-up and dial down their Ownership* based on 
their liquidity needs. 

The initial properties fractionalised on FOHO Haus will be owned by Special 

Purpose Vehicles in the geography of the properties. These vehicles will 

have a digital registry where the Ownership*, encumbrances and voting 

rights can be verified. As we launch a new property to be fractionalised in 

a country, an SPV will be formed for that country. Properties will be chosen 

for their low overheads, attractive price, and a high potential for both 

income and capital appreciation. Participation in the properties will be left 

to the discretion of buyers on the marketplace depending on their own 

investment objectives. As the platform gains traction, we will allow new 

properties to on-board, find Sponsors and convert into fractional assets. 

We anticipate that in the future, owners can choose their own trustee and 

Special Purpose Vehicle. However, there are no plans to introduce this at 

the moment. 

In the first instance, FOHO will itself act as the Sponsor of the first few 

opportunities on FOHO Haus and the Organiser of the first few Clubs on 

FOHO Club. It will enter into a property and rental management 

agreement with Tripvillas for the management and revenue generation of 

these properties which will act as a Property Manager for the property and 
adhere to all rules and the governance norms of the platform.  

http://www.fohocoin.com/
https://fohocoin.com/
http://www.launchonascent.com/
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In the near future, FOHO expects to issue fresh tokens by secondary 

offerings as it launches in key markets such as the Indian Ocean (Sri 

Lanka, Maldives, and Mauritius), Pacific (Australia, New Zealand and 
Pacific Islands), Europe and North America.  

In order to maintain good governance, all properties will be screened by 

the FOHO board first and then will be required to recruit Sponsors for a 

minimum of 10% of the offering size before they can go live on the 

marketplace. Sponsors are expected to have a stellar reputation and to 

subscribe to 10% of the value of the property and remain locked into 

their investment for a period of 12 months - thus demonstrating long 

term belief in the value of the property. They are also incentivized by 2% 

of the value of the property to account for the work involved in 
uncovering opportunities and in being diligent with them.  

On FOHO Club, every Club requires an Organiser who plays a role similar 

to a Sponsor. He is responsible for conceptualising interesting Clubs, 

negotiating with key service providers such as Landlords, property 

management companies and other vendors to curate an experience and 

then recruiting Members to ensure that the Club gets the target number 

of Members. Members commit to a Club by paying to underwrite the 

Club’s expenses in FOHO Coins, which are then released by the platform 

to the Landlord in a staggered manner based on the terms mutually 

agreed. The Landlord and the Organiser both need to be registered on 

FOHO and confirm the terms. The Organiser is given the Club Members 

contributions on a semi-annual basis while the Landlord is paid the rent 

in a staggered manner. This protects all Club Members and ensure 

compliance with the terms of the lease deed. 

As the number of FOHO Coins in circulation reduces due to increasing 

usage, we expect there to be greater demand for FOHO Coins. As such 

the incentive pool is set to reduce over a 15 year period after which the 

incentive pool is exhausted and in our estimates network effects would 

have already taken over. We intend to also manage overall liquidity 

through periodic market operations to ensure that any price movement in 

the open market does not impact the usage and utility of the FOHO 

Ecosystem. 

As such, the FOHO Coin thus represents a unique and innovative way to 

participate in the growth of the FOHO Ecosystem and benefit from the 

same as more and more participants get drawn to the platform due to its 
governance, unique products and Global reach. 

 

http://www.fohocoin.com/
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Milestones 
 

 

  

December 2021 

Additional Token Sales 

October 2021 

Launch of FOHO Club, FOHO Haus and 

the unified FOHO App for Token Holders 

 

November 2021 

Acceptance of FOHO Coin on other 

Partner Websites 

 

March 2021 

FOHO and Tripvillas merge FOHO Club and 

Tripvillas Club to form FOHO Holdings. 

August 2021 

Trading to Commence 

January 2021 

Tripvillas begins work on a new 

blockchain-based Members Club called 

Tripvillas Club 

July 2021 

IEO Closes 

Down the Road 
 

July 2019 

Tangentia Ventures launches FOHO in 

Goa, India with properties in prime 
holiday spots in India and Sri Lanka  

 
October 2019 

FOHO took stage in Vibrant Goa GES 

2019, featured in Outlook India 

 

Future Roadmap 

http://www.fohocoin.com/
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Market  

Opportunity  

& Vision  

FOHO operates in the Fractional Property Ownership* and Usage domain. Fractional 

Ownership* allows investors to buy a fraction of a property and thus participate in 

it’s income and growth in it’s capital value. While properties could be of various 

types, the Directors of FOHO have deep expertise in Vacation Properties though 

their personal portfolios include properties in other categories such as residential, 

commercial, plantations etc. The ecosystem has been designed to have designated 

Property Management firms who will manage the property on behalf of the owners 

on arm’s length distance basis and be accountable using the governance function of 

the ecosystem. Within properties, vacation homes represent a significant 

opportunity blending real estate with travel. Travel is one of the largest industries in 

the world and is a key driver of the economy for many countries and in India for 

multiple states. Within travel, accommodation is the largest and most lucrative 

portion of the market and the overall category has scaled by offering a consistent 

predictable experience to the consumer. However, in the experience of our 

management team, the customer is seeking more than the usual and so has been 

seeking larger, more unique properties in offbeat destinations. Vacation rentals have 

sought to capitalize on this larger shift by providing a non-hotel unique experience 

while ensuring that certain aspects are professionally managed.  

For a sense of scale, as per Airbnb’s IPO filings, the Total Addressable Market is 2 

Trillion USD as of 2020. We estimate that professionally managed Properties 

represent over 20% of this opportunity and will become 40% of the overall market 

in the next 5 years as the Marriotts, Hiltons, and Tajs of the short term rental 

market get built. The 10,000 homes that are presently contracted under 

management to Tripvillas and sold represent already over 1bn USD in assets under 

management and are expected to generate over 80mn USD in annual recurring 

revenue considering both property rentals, brokerage, and F&B operations within 

the Club houses. 
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*Tripvillas, Holiday Home Times and Direct PM Systems are controlled by Director 

Roshan Dsilva as the dominant shareholder while FOHO Club and FOHO Haus are 

owned by FOHO Holdings - jointly owned by Directors Roshan DSilva and Vijay Thomas 

(through Tangentia Ventures). 

 

FOHO is well poised to draw on the expertise of its directors and the 

businesses they control most notably Tripvillas - a leader in the holiday 

home management and rental space. Tripvillas Group comprises a 

constellation of businesses that all reinforce each other. These 

include*:- 

 Tripvillas.com (www.tripvillas.com)  
- A leading portal for the discovery and booking of vacation 

properties. 

 

Holiday Home Times (www.holidayhometimes.com)  

- The leading magazine for holiday home investors and owners.  

 

Tripvillas Vacation Exchange 

(www.fernsholidayexchange.com) 

 - A barter network exclusively for holiday home owners. 

 

Tripvillas Brokerage Services 

 - Assisting purchases and rentals of holiday homes. 

 

Direct PM Systems (www.directbookingengine.com)  

- Software for the management of holiday homes. 

 

Tripvillas fit-out and design services  

- Providing turnkey interior packages for holiday homes. 

 

FOHO Fractional Ownership* (www.foho.haus)  
- A platform for owning a vacation home in prime locations at a 

fraction of its cost. 

 

FOHO Club (www.foho.Club)   

- A blockchain-based platform for retail investors to participate in the 

growth of holiday home assets.  

 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

While we have elaborated on the Vacation Property Opportunity above, 

shared Ownership* and usage can be applied to other classes of 

properties such as commercial properties, retail, plantations etc. and 

the FOHO Ecosystem has been designed to be flexible enough to 

support different classes of properties and different investment 

instruments - equity, debt, etc. 

 

http://www.fohocoin.com/
http://www.tripvillas.com/
http://www.holidayhometimes.com/
http://www.fernsholidayexchange.com/
http://www.directbookingengine.com/
http://www.foho.haus/
http://www.mybnb.club/
http://www.mybnb.club/
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Overcoming 

Hurdles 

Major challenges in real 

estate, etc. 

  
 Investing in Real Assets is 

challenging and requires deep 

expertise and an ability to manage 

and mitigate risks. Some of these 

risks include:- 

 

Title Risk 
 

Risk of Approvals 

Getting Delayed or Not 

Being Forthcoming. 

Sales Risk. 
 

Design-Related 

Risks or Product-

Related Risks. 
 

Miss-selling and 

Misrepresentation by 

the Property Manager 

or Developer. 
 

Seasonality Risks 

 

The FOHO team thus seeks to be risk-averse 

initially - only focusing on completed properties in 

communities with professional property 

management. Receipt of the Occupancy Certificate 

is a significant milestone and usually, most 

challenges are faced prior to the same. We also 

intend to try and favor deals where the Sponsor 

participation remains higher than the 10% 

minimum outlined by the platform. The platform 

also allows for open due diligence where the 

wisdom of the crowd may uncover risks and design 

issues that are not foreseen by the FOHO team or 

Sponsors.  

Occupancy risk is mitigated by purchasing in front 

line destinations and having data on the historical 

performance of the comparable assets in the same 

destination and also the blockchain-based system 

bringing in additional occupancy and incremental 

revenue from token holders. 

However, overall participants in the ecosystem can 

diversify some risks by spreading their portfolio 

over a mixed bag of high quality properties to 

bring in diversity in asset class as well as different 

geographies. This may be of particular importance 

to investors resident in countries like India where 

the currency has steadily depreciated against the 

dollar and where interest rates have traditionally 
been higher than other parts of the world.  
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  Success Fees on 

Successful Closure 
of New Deals 

Club Organisation 
Fees 

Acceptance and 

Affiliate Fees from 
Other Websites 

The FOHO Coin holders can be approximated to hold a fractional interest in the FOHO 

Ecosystem. In addition to active participation in the ecosystem to earn FOHO Coins, all 

holders also benefit from FOHO Holdings’ commitment to regularly buy back Coins with 

10% of its revenue. The revenues are driven by:- 

 

Listing Fees 

In addition to these regular buybacks, FOHO Coin holders can take an active role in the 

success of the platform by bringing opportunities to the Club and participating in the 

evaluation and due diligence of properties, submitting proposals for better management 

contracts and referring their friends and family to join Clubs or organising their own Clubs, 

thus earning additional tokens and benefiting economically. 

The blockchain-enabled system ensures that coin holders are verified along with their 

holdings and they get the price they are entitled to. Holders also are incentivised to work for 

the collective good of their group, Club and the Ecosystem. 
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What’s Ahead  

Roadmap for FOHO  

 
 

FOHO has identified a few key geographies that offer a good blend of high yield, safety 

and high income from tourism. We are engaged with Real Estate Developers, Property 

Managers, Funds and Realtors to identify superior opportunities and bring them to the 

participants in the FOHO Ecosystem. 

Indicative budgets for each region are estimated to be as follows:-  

 

 

100mn 
coins 

Indian Ocean  
- Sri Lanka, Mauritius, 

Seychelles and Reunion Island 

 

25mn 
coins 

South East 

Asia 
- Thailand, Cambodia, 

Vietnam and Malaysia 

 

50mn 
coins 

Pacific  
- Australia, New Zealand and 

Pacific Islands 

 

25mn 
coins 

Europe  
- Italy, France, Germany, 

Spain and Portugal 

100mn 

coins 

North America  
- United States, Canada and 

Mexico 

 

100mn 

coins 

Our immediate priority is to launch the FOHO app and the online offerings for FOHO Haus, FOHO 

Work and FOHO Club - to do so we are actively building the technology platform and 

simultaneously scouting the globe for superior opportunities with the right risk-reward ratio in 

desirable locations. We have further elaborated our roadmaps for FOHO Haus and FOHO Club. 

FOHO Work will follow a similar model to FOHO Haus with the primary difference being the focus 

on commercial as opposed to residential properties. 

 

 

India 

85mn 
coins 

Pilot 
-India, Canada, Sri Lanka 
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What’s Ahead - 

Roadmap for FOHO Haus  

 
 

FOHO Haus will be the fractional Ownership* 

platform in the FOHO Ecosystem. In order to ensure 

the system is self-governing the platform has been 

designed to allow individual participants to sponsor 

opportunities, attract participation and then all 

owners to participate in the governance of an asset.  

Sponsoring an Opportunity 

A Sponsor must be a Member of the FOHO Ecosystem and hold tokens equal in value to at 

least 10% of the total consideration price of the property they are sponsoring. As part of 

their Sponsorship, they agree to stake these tokens into an escrow and to forego income on 

these tokens until successful closure or failure of the transaction. They must also convince 

the Seller of the asset to on board onto the platform and agree to all standard terms and 

conditions and pay the listing fees. As part of the Sponsorship and listing, all details of the 

Manager and the management contract proposed also need to be uploaded onto the 

platform. Sponsors and Sellers have to adhere to a code of conduct which may be revised by 

the Board of Oversight of FOHO Club. Violations of the code of conduct may result in 

confiscation of all FOHO Coins and removal of all properties listed by the Seller from the 

system. 

Once an opportunity is listed, it must receive commitments amounting to 70% of the value 

of the property in addition to the 10% already committed to by the Sponsor. Those making 

these commitments must agree to lock 50% of their commitment amount. On successfully 

being thus 80% subscribed, the FOHO platform will choose a law firm that will conduct due 

diligence on the property and these due diligence fees have to be borne by the Seller in full 

before the sale can be consummated. Commitments can continue to come in as the property 

is being diligenced upto 10 times the value of the property - as these commitments come in 

the tokens locked get unlocked to ensure that the locked tokens total to the value of the 

consideration for the property. On successful diligence completion, all holders’ accounts are 

debited to their proportional allocation and the property Ownership* shifts from Seller to the 

token holders administered via the FOHO platform. 

The FOHO Haus platform charges the Seller 5% of the value of the property as platform 

charges for every successful transaction consummate. This is done via deduction of 5% of 

the tokens from the tokens in escrow. 
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Governance Norms 

 

● At any given point of time, a token holder willing to 

underwrite at least 10% of the value of the property can 

submit an alternate management rights proposal and on 

successful closure of the transaction the token holders 

vote between the various proposals. The proposal with 

the lowest votes in each round of voting is eliminated 

until the final proposal is chosen in a vote between two 

competing proposals.  

● Key governance decisions of three prominent types can 

be raised by any holder of greater than 10% voting 

rights of the token. These include disposal of the 

property, proposal for change of manager and proposal 

to spend greater than 10% of the value of the property 

on capital expenditures. Those voting for the proposal in 

case of its approval have to remain invested in the 

token for a minimum period of 3 months post the vote. 

A resolution is said to have passed and become binding 

on all if token holders holding more than 51% of all 

votes vote for a resolution. Quorum for all votes is 40% 

of all eligible votes and if this fails, the second round of 

voting is conducted after 2 weeks’ notice where the 

Quorom shall be 30%. If the second round of voting 

fails to get quorum then there shall be a third vote with 

short notice of 1 week where Quorum will not apply.  

● In situations of great urgency, holders of over 10% of 

all tokens can petition the FOHO administrators to 

intervene to change manager, sell the property or 

authorise capital expenditure and the FOHO 

administrators will decide if such urgency is warranted 

to avoid diminution in the value of the property and only 

in such cases can step in pending the conduct of the 

governance vote. 
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FOHO Club will be the shared usage platform within the FOHO Ecosystem. To summarise 

the platform allows users who have a shared interest in usage of a property to come 

together and organise themselves into a Club. An “Organiser” takes the lead in putting 

together the Club and recruiting Members and scouting for the right property or collection 

of properties and negotiating commercials with the Landlords. The Club then agrees to a 

budget, underwrites the same as an equally shared subscription fee and agrees on a 

usage fee. The subscription fees pays for all operating costs and the usage fees are then 

aggregated and then distributed to all Club Members as a cash back after paying the 

Organiser a fee and a portion of usage fees. All fees are transparent and can be as low as 

zero in case a group of friends is organising themselves and can be very high for an 

Organiser with deep insights and offering a relaxed white glove luxury service.  

 

Organising a Club 

A Club Organiser has to pay a fee, register a Club and has to submit all details including 

his thesis for the Club and an indicative budget, target number of members and a 

minimum and maximum number of members. He must recruit members from his own 

resources until he gets to at least 15% of the target minimum member base after which 

the Club is then published in the open marketplace and other FOHO Coin holders can then 

subscribe to the same. 

Governance Norms 

● At any given point of time, the Landlords for the properties have to register on the 

FOHO Ecosystem and submit all copies of the lease deed and contract for vetting 

by Club Members.  

● Subscription amounts going towards rent will be disbursed to the Landlord only on 

a mutually agreed schedule. 

● All Club Members use the FOHO app to make reservations and use the FOHO Coins 

to make payments for their stays. These amounts are then held in reserve and 

paid out to the Club Organiser and Club Members in pre-determined proportion 

based on the original setup of the Club thus protecting both parties. 

At the end of tenure of the Club, Members can renew or else choose to discontinue their 

subscription and the Club Organiser can update the Club terms.  

 

What’s Ahead - 

Roadmap for FOHO Club  
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  Why did we choose 

blockchain for this? 

The blockchain, and smart contracts in particular, allow us to 

enforce and ensure that people do what they say they will do. We 

have tried to design an ecosystem where an average participant 

can feel confident that the overall system is fair and by 

encouraging others to behave in an ethical way, we hope to seed a 

community that comes to be seen as trustworthy and where all 

participants are aligned and are bringing the best opportunities and 

also benefiting from the same monetarily. We expect this to be 

superior to the direct Ownership* of real estate or to participation 

in other fractional vehicles and over time to attract more 

participants and even institutions to the platform. Blockchain allows 

us in many ways thus to link good behaviour to financial reward, 

identify and penalise bad actors and ensure liquidity on demand for 

the participants should they decide to dial up or dial down their 
exposure to this asset class. 

 

Blockchain offers a fool proof way to verify the following:- 

1. Identity of the Member. 

2. Quantum of tokens owned to ensure those providing stability 

are rewarded. 

3. Ability to launch special NFTs for specific properties. 

4. Ability to manage governance of such properties in a 

streamlined manner without prejudice to the rights of 

holders no matter where they are located globally. Token 

holders can also delegate voting rights on a permanent basis 

to trusted institutions.  

 

Encouraging such behaviour and policing the same in a non 

blockchain world would have been very cumbersome and time 
consuming.  
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Revenue Model 
 

The primary revenue model is through the income generated 

from providing a safe environment for the organisation of 

groups of people in the sharing economy. FOHO will provide a 

full stack managed ecosystem for a Seller looking to sell 

property in fractions, for a group of buyers wanting to come 

together to purchase in a group or for a group of people that 

want to organise into a Club for usage of a property. 

From the funds raised in the IEO, Management is 

compensated to a significant extent by FOHO Coins - which 

have been locked in for a period of 18 months. 
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Allocation 

A) Hard Cap - 1 Billion Tokens 
 

We expect over time to issue a total of 1 billion million tokens to build out the FOHO 

shared Ownership* ecosystem. Approximately 85 million tokens will be issued as part 

of capital raising efforts with a view to invest into technology development, marketing 

and to reward FOHO Club Members for behaviour that improves trust, liquidity and 
brings more opportunities to the Club.  

 

B) Total Allocation 
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C) IEO Funds Allocation 

 

D) Token Release Forecast Schedule 

) 

 

● 48.5% of the lifetime supply of the tokens will be released through token sales - 

8.5% in the initial Ascent round and 40% in future sales. 

● Team tokens are linked to number of tokens sold in all public rounds till that point 

of time and will be released at a rate of 2.5%*(sum of tokens sold in public 

rounds till then) per month. 

● Sales & Partnership token release is directly linked to future token sale. They will 

be released prior to a token sale round and equivalent to 10% of the tokens to be 

sold in the coming public sale round. 

● Tokens locked for Technology will released based on the tokens sold in public 

sales till that point of time, at a rate of 0.5%*(sum of tokens sold in public 

rounds till then) per month. 
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E) Token Burn Schedule 
In case of capital gains and other irregular non rental income, FOHO might decide to burn a 

certain amount of tokens instead of giving out airdrops. 

 

F) Sales, Marketing & Partnerships 
Tokens from this pool will be used only before future public token sale rounds (1% of the 

tokens to be sold in that round) 

 

G) Airdrop Details and Schedule 
 

 

 

25% of revenue including fees from commissions on 

property sales, club organization fees, platform fees and 

other such fees will be used to buy back tokens from the 

market and those tokens will be burnt.  

In addition to this, airdrop pool may be used for 

promotional purposes, membership rewards and rewards 

for active platform engagement, community champions 

and ethical behaviour as outlined in the roadmap. 
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Opportunities for Participants in 

the FOHO Ecosystem 

IEO will go live on 27th July 2021 on Bitbns, and will close on 2nd August 2021. The listing of 

tokens and trading will begin on 15th August 2021. 

The opportunities for Participants in the FOHO Ecosystem are as follows:  

 

Property Deal on FOHO Haus and FOHO Work 

Deal Sponsors could be property developers, real estate investors who have a proprietary 

network and deal flow in real estate as well as property owners. By bringing these deals to the 

FOHO Ecosystem you can benefit from an under-writing fee and a discount on your own 

investment into such properties. Deal Sponsors will be governed by individual real estate 

geographies, and this would be the benefits in each geography.  

 

Type of 

Sponsor 

USD Equivalent 

FOHO Coins to 

be Staked 

Minimum 

Staking 

Period 

Ability to 

Sponsor 

Properties 

Minimum 

Property Sponsor 

Deposit * 

Sponsor 

Incentives 

Platinum $50,000 12 month Unlimited 5% 2% 

Gold $25,000 6 months Up to 5 per 

month 

10% 2% 

Silver $10,000 6 months Up to 1 per 

month 

15% 2% 

Starter $5,000 3 months 1 property 20% 2% 

 

*The deposit is held for the period the deal is open for subscription and for a period of 12 

months from deal close. 
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Realtors/Agents on FOHO Haus or FOHO Work 

Realtors/ Agents can sell properties faster and in a more liquid manner through the FOHO 

Ecosystem. In many ways, certain deals may not appeal to a single buyer but may be of 

interest to a more diversified group of buyers who may have more appetite for shared risk. By 

participating in the FOHO Ecosystem, Realtors can access the FOHO database of properties and 

trust driven fractional model to sell to their customers. Realtors will be governed by individual 

real estate geographies like the Property Deal Sponsors, and this would be the benefits in each 

geography. 

 

Type of 

Realtor 

USD Equivalent 

FOHO Coins to 

be Staked 

Minimum 

Staking 

Period 

Ability to 

Represent  

properties 

Sponsor Approval Realtor 

Incentives 

Exclusive $10,000 12 month Unlimited Necessary 2% 

Non-

Exclusive 

$1,000 6 months Unlimited Can represent all 

non-exclusive 

properties 

2% 

 

 

Club Organisers on FOHO Club 

Club Organisers could be tour operators, community leaders, property management companies 

that can bring together a group in individuals to share assets that they collectively lease or rent 

out and create a governance model and rule for usage that is unique to the Club. These could 

be rentals of holiday homes from FOHO Haus or commercial properties from FOHO Work or 

properties or experiences from outside the FOHO Ecosystem. Club Organisers will be governed 

by individual real estate geographies like the Property Deal Sponsors, and this would be the 

benefits in each geography. 

 

Type of 

Club 

Organiser 

USD 

Equivalent 

FOHO Coins 

to be 

Staked 

Minimum 

Staking 

Period 

Ability 

to 

Organise 

Clubs 

Minimum Club 

Organiser 

Deposit as %age 

of Value of the 

Club ** 

Organiser 

Incentives as 

%age of Value of 

Club 

Gold $10,000 12 months 12/year 15% of value of 

the club 

Maximum 30% 

Starter 0 None Unlimited N.A Nil 

**The deposit is held for the period the deal is open for subscription and for until the Club is in 

existence. 
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Realtors/Agents on FOHO Club 

Realtors/Agents can sell memberships in clubs to their customers easily through the FOHO 

Ecosystem. By participating in the FOHO Ecosystem, Realtors can access the FOHO database 

of buyers while ensuring their commissions are protected. Realtors will be governed by 

individual real estate geographies like the Property Deal Sponsors, and this would be the 

benefits in each geography. 

 

Type of 

Realtor 

USD 

Equivalent 

FOHO Coins 

to be Staked 

Minimum 

Staking 

Period 

Ability to 

Represent  

Clubs 

Organiser 

Approval 

Realtor/ Agent 

Incentives 

Exclusive $2,500 12 month Unlimited Necessary 8% 

Non-

Exclusive 

$1,000 6 months Unlimited Can represent all 

non-exclusive 

Clubs 

8% 

 

 

Lenders on FOHO Haus, FOHO Work, FOHO Club and FOHO Coin 

Lenders can benefit from the new opportunities that FOHO opens up by financing the 

purchase of income-generating properties for customers. They can set ratios of equity to debt 

and offer loans at different points in the financing stack. All income and assets are restricted 

until the charges are satisfied. This allows financial institutions to embrace the fractional 

Ownership* economy of the future and allows tremendous opportunities for growth. Lenders 

will be governed by individual real estate geographies like the Property Deal Sponsors, and 

this would be the benefits in each geography. 

Type of 

Lender 

USD 

equivalent 

FOHO Coins 

to be 

Staked 

Minimum 

Staking 

Period 

Ability to 

Finance 

Deals/ Clubs 

Property Deal Sponsor/ 

Club Organiser Approval 

Specific 

Deal/ Club 

Exclusive 

$10,000 12 month Unlimited Necessary 

Non-

Exclusive 

$5,000 6 months Unlimited Can provide financing for all non-

exclusive properties and Clubs 
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Margin Lenders providing financing against FOHO Coins 

Lenders can provide funding to FOHO Coin holders if they stake their coins Staking Wallet 

for periods in days or months or years as they think will appeal to the vendors. Lenders 

provide financing in USDT or any other crypto or fiat currency against FOHO Coins. Lenders 

will be governed by individual real estate geographies like the Property Deal Sponsors, and 

this would be the benefits in each geography. 

Type of Lender USD Equivalent FOHO Coins to 

be Staked 

Staking Period 

Empaneled Margin Lender $25,000 12 months 
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Meet the Team 

Vijay Thomas  

Director CEO, Tangentia Inc. and 

Tangentia Ventures 

 
Vijay is the Founder & CEO of Tangentia, an agile 

digital transformation company, headquartered in 

Toronto, with operations globally, primarily Canada, 

India and USA. He is also Founder & CEO of 

Tangentia Ventures, which invests in early stage 

companies in global technology services, 'make 

local' manufacturing and niche e-commerce services 

in Canada and India. Vijay was elected the 32nd 

President of the Indo Canada Chamber of 

Commerce (ICCC) in early January 2021. He is also 

on the board of TiE Toronto and active in multiple 

local and global business organisations. Vijay has a 

B.Eng in Mechanical Engineering from Karnataka 

University and a MBA from the Goa Institute of 

Management. He grew up in Goa, India and then 

lived in Chennai, Boston, Montreal and now calls 
Toronto home for the last 15+ years.  

 

Roshan Lionel Dsilva  

Director CEO, Tripvillas 

 

Roshan is one of the key resource persons in the 

FOHO Club. He is one of the leading experts on 

Vacation Properties having been the founder & CEO of 

Tripvillas - since inception. Roshan has direct 

experience with the creation, sales, marketing and 

management of holiday homes in multiple geographies 

such as India, South East Asia, Australia, parts of 

Europe and the United States. Roshan grew up in the 

tiny country of Qatar and graduated from IIT Bombay 

with a degree in Electrical Engineering. 
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Conclusion 

The FOHO Coin IEO offers participants a way to 

benefit from the growth of the FOHO Ecosystem. 

Holders of FOHO Coins become Members of the 

FOHO Club and can both access the portfolio of 

FOHO properties and directly participate in 

opportunities to own and benefit from the economic 

proceeds of vacation properties from across the 

globe on FOHO Haus. The ecosystem is designed to 

reward good behaviour and to ensure that the 

benefits of increasing participation in the ecosystem 

accrue to holders of the FOHO Coin and the overall 

system becomes a trusted platform to invest and 

profit from the sharing economy.  
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DISCLAIMER 

This is a living document and information is up to date at the time of 

publishing. Please note that the information herein does not constitute 

investment advice, financial advice, trading advice or any sort of advice and 

you should not treat any of the content as such. 

The FOHO team suggests you conduct your own due diligence and consult your 

financial advisor before making any investment decisions. By purchasing FOHO 

Coin, you agree that you are not purchasing a security or investment product 

and you deem the FOHO team harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes 

you may incur. The FOHO token will be used in the future to purchase tokens 

that represent fractional ownership in actual properties in FOHO Haus and 

FOHO Work and those tokens will be issued in compliance with all securities 

regulations in the jurisdiction where the properties are located. You also agree 

that the FOHO team is presenting the products “as is” and is not required to 

provide any support or services. You should have no expectations from the 

FOHO Ecosystem and its team. Although FOHO is a community driven DeFi 

Ecosystem and not a registered digital currency, the FOHO team strongly 

recommends that citizens in areas with government bans on crypto currencies 

do not purchase it because the FOHO team cannot ensure compliance within 

your territory’s regulations. Always make sure that you are in compliance with 

your local laws and regulations before you make any purchase. 

http://www.fohocoin.com/
https://foho.haus/
https://foho.work/

